How Intelligent is your building?

Join the fight for intelligence in commercial buildings

Partner up with Grundfos Commercial Building Services and get intelligent pumping solutions for every application in your building. We have a holistic system approach with components that adapt to requirements in all application areas. Reliability and high energy efficiency come standard.

APPLICATION OVERVIEW

THE GRUNDFOS PRODUCT CENTER

- Online sizing tool for quick pump selection
- Easy-to-use service information on each pump
- Instant access to saved items, including complete projects
- Optimized for mobile devices
- CAD drawings available for all products

GRUNDFOS ISOLUTIONS

- A range of integrated pump solutions, variable frequency drives, control units, communication modules and remote monitoring systems
- Highest possible efficiency and reliability built on intelligent technology
- Solutions based on a holistic application approach
- Highest possible efficiency and reliability without compromising comfort and safety

GRUNDFOS GO

- Handheld & intuitive pump control
- Replacement, Selection and Reporting tools
- Easy access to pump data collection and fault logging

GRUNDFOS
be think innovate